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Executive Summary
To-date, the new high efficiency electric chiller has been in operation for approximately 17
months, of which consumption data exists for 12 of those months (May 2012-April 2013). The
chiller upgrade project has so far saved $82,930 in energy savings and $1,156 in water savings
($84,086 total savings) in comparison to the 12 months of the previous year (May 2011-April 2012).
When combined with the estimated $6,000 in annual maintenance savings as a result of installing
the electric chiller, and subsequently removing the absorption chiller, the net annual savings is
$90,086 after 12 months of data acquisition. This net annual savings is over 14% above the
design-phase estimated savings goal of $78,706 (@ $0.64/therm). This validation report will serve
as the post-chiller replacement analysis to verify and validate that the expected energy savings,
energy cost savings and emission reductions were met.
Table 1: Energy Savings/Energy Cost Savings Summary
Baseline

Performance

Actual Cooling Degree Days (CDD65):

1,071

1,289

-218

CDD65

Actual Heating Degree Days (HDD65):

5,097

6,052

-955

HDD65

Actual Annual Average Temperature (deg F):

53.8°F

51.7°F

2.2°F

deg F

1,819,419

1,729,371

90,048

kWh

290,860

224,484

66,376

Therms

$351,732.39

$268,801.91

$82,930.47

50.2°F

50.2°F

0.0°F

deg F

1,823,266

1,717,572

105,694

kWh

319,545

231,884

87,661

Therms

$370,819.82

$272,590.27

$98,229.55

Actual Electric Consumption (kWh):
Actual Natural Gas Consumption (Therms):
Actual Energy Cost ($):

30-Year Average Temperature (deg F):
Normalized Electric Consumption (kWh):
Normalized Natural Gas Consumption (Therms):
Normalized Energy Cost ($):
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Δ (Baseline - Performance)

$

$
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Table 2: Building Emissions Savings Summary
TOTAL Chiller Replacement Emissions Savings:

914,975.13

TOTAL Chiller Replacement Emissions Savings:

415.03

lbs CO2e per year

Metric Tons CO2e per year

Table 3: Water Savings/Water Emissions Savings Summary
TOTAL Chiller Replacement Water Usage Savings:

TOTAL Chiller Replacement Water Cost Savings:

868,823.00
$1,155.53

TOTAL Chiller Replacement Emissions Savings:

3,643.73

TOTAL Chiller Replacement Emissions Savings:

1.65
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Gallons per year

$ per year

lbs CO2e per year

Metric Tons CO2e per year
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Project Background
In November 2011, the existing absorption chiller was taken off-line and subsequently
demolished from the site, and replaced with a high-efficiency electric chiller that went on-line
and started producing chilled water in April 2012. An extensive energy analysis report was
conducted by Primera Engineers prior to the project to show that the chiller replacement was
energy efficient, and financially viable. The viability of the financial model was enhanced by the
procurement of a grant from the Illinois Clean Energy Community Foundation (ICECF) in the
amount of $137,000.

The original pre-implementation energy analysis used a total cost per Therm of Natural Gas of
$0.75/therm ($0.50/therm commodity + $0.25/therm delivery/taxes), which resulted in
calculation estimates of $82,121 in energy savings, $2,941 in water savings, and $6,000 in
maintenance savings for a total estimated annual savings of $91,062. The pre-implementation
energy analysis also conducted the same energy saving calculations at various costs per Therm,
as it was unknown what the cost of natural gas would be over the performance period. For the
varying natural gas costs, Net Present Value (NPV) calculations were also completed during the
pre-implementation energy analysis, as is shown in the below Figure. The NPV value at the
$0.75/therm value equates to $501,234 over 25 years.

During the performance period (post-implementation), natural gas bills were obtained that
detailed out commodity and delivery prices, and it was determined that the actual all-in (i.e.,
commodity + delivery) cost of natural gas that the Higher Education Institution was paying during
the performance period was less expensive than originally estimated, therefore the original preimplementation energy analysis had to be adjusted to reflect these cost updates to accurately
portray the implementation parameters.

Using the actual total cost per Therm of Natural Gas of $0.64/therm ($0.43/therm commodity +
$0.21/therm delivery/taxes), which resulted in updated calculation estimates of $68,765 in energy
savings, $2,941 in water savings, and $6,000 in maintenance savings for a total estimated annual
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savings of $78,706. The NPV for this updated all-in natural gas cost can still be determined via
Figure 1, which is approximately $327,101 over 25 years.

Figure 1: Pre-Implementation Energy Analysis Natural Gas Cost vs. NPV
The above pre-implementation NPV analysis assumes no utility rate escalations or non-energy
rate escalations. Updating the NPV calculations to include a 0.267% average electric rate
increase (per NIST over next 30 years), a 1.700% average natural gas rate increase (per NIST over
next 30 years) and a 3.000% non-energy escalation rate (per NIST Annual Supplement) results in
the following detailed NPV calculation results:
•

@ $0.75/therm, NPV (25 years) = $761.604

•

@ $0.64/therm, NPV (25 years) = $555,715
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Natural Gas Absorption Chillers versus Electric
Compression Chillers
There are two basic chiller types, absorption and compression. The compression-type chiller
uses the electric compressor to create a pressure difference between the high side and the low
side. This pressure difference causes the refrigerant to boil and condense by lowering the
evaporator pressure. Common types of compression chillers include those with centrifugal,
scroll, screw, and reciprocating compressors. The absorption-type chiller uses a brine solution
and water to provide refrigeration or air conditioning via a heating source. Absorption systems do
not use a compressor. For the Higher Education Facility chiller replacement project, from an
energy efficiency perspective, the existing absorption chiller equipment had a coefficient of
performance (COP) of approximately 0.5, or essentially 50%. This means that for each unit of
energy input into the absorption chiller, the output was half a unit of energy. The input heating
source for the Higher Education Facility absorption chiller came from the existing natural gas
boiler, which itself had a COP of 0.8 (80%). The combination of equipment efficiencies resulted in
an absorption "system" COP of 0.4, or 40%. The new electric compression-type chiller has a partload efficiency COP of 7.7, over 19 times more energy efficient than the 0.4 COP absorption chiller
system.

From a cost perspective, a unit of energy of natural gas is approximately 3.0 times less expensive
than the same amount of energy of electricity. Adding cost into the chiller efficiency equation,
the new electric compression-type chiller is 6.4 times more cost efficient then the absorption
chiller.
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Weather Normalization
In order to analyze the energy consumption of a building and the effect of implemented energy
conservation measures for two different subset ranges of dates (months, years, etc.), weather
normalization must take place in order for the end totals to be comparable. For a building with
no energy improvements made, a year with a much warmer summer in comparison to a year with
a cooler summer would show much more energy usage. Similarly, a year with a much colder
winter in comparison to a year with a mild winter would also show much more energy usage. For
a building with energy improvements implemented, weather normalization allows the effects of
the energy improvements to be clearly seen as the date ranges are converted to the exact same
weather parameters.

Widely used metrics for historical weather data are Cooling Degree Days (CDD) and Heating
Degree Days (HDD). Daily, Weekly, Monthly and Annual CDD and HDD values are typically
associated with a temperature value, such as 65 degrees F and are labeled as CDD65 and HDD65.
During the cooling season, if a given day has a high temperature of 88 degrees F and a low
temperature of 60 degrees F, the average temperature for that day is 74 degrees F. For this given
summer day, the Cooling Degree Days relative to 65 degrees F (CDD65) would be 9 (74 – 65 = 9).
During the heating season, if another given day has a low temperature of 10 degrees F and a high
temperature of 40 degrees F, the average temperature for that day is 25 degrees F. For this given
winter day, the Heating Degree Days relative to 65 degrees F (HDD65) would be 40 (65 – 25 = 40).
For a given year, the daily CDD65 and HDD65 values are added up to formulate the annual CDD65
and HDD65 values.

For Chicago, the actual CDD65 and HDD65 values for May 2011 to April 2012 were 1,071 (CDD65)
and 5,097 (HDD65), while the actual CDD65 and HDD65 values for May 2012 to April 2013 were
1,289 (CDD65) and 6,052 (HDD65). What these comparisons show is that May 2012 to April had
both a warmer cooling season, and a colder heating season when compared to the year prior,
May 2011 to April 2012.
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For the Higher Education Facility chiller replacement project validation analysis, the baseline
year monthly electric consumption (kWh) and natural gas consumption (therms) were plotted on
a scatter plot versus the actual monthly average temperature during the baseline period. Using
the plot points, a polynomial trend line was plotted that fit the plot points with an R2 value of
greater than 0.7, showing that the trend line appropriately follows the “shape” of the plot points,
as shown below.
Figure 2: Baseline Energy-to-Temperature Relationship Scatter Plots

As seen in the Baseline “Therms-to-Tavg Relationship” chart above, the natural gas consumption
rises both on a decrease in outside air temperature (typical for natural gas heating) as well as on
an increase in outside air temperature (typical for natural gas absorption cooling). Using the
trend line formula, the 30-year average monthly temperatures (the ‘x’ variable) were input into
the formula to calculate the Weather Normalized monthly baseline electric and natural gas
consumption values (the ‘y’ variables).

Similar to the baseline period, the performance period monthly electric consumption (kWh) and
natural gas consumption (therms) were plotted on a similar scatter plot versus the actual
monthly average temperature during the performance period. Using these performance plot
points, an additional set of polynomial trend lines were plotted that fit the plot points with an R2
value of greater than 0.7, as shown below.
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Figure 3: Performance Energy-to-Temperature Relationship Scatter Plots

As seen in the Performance “Therms-to-Tavg Relationship” chart above, the natural gas
consumption rises both on a decrease in outside air temperature (typical for natural gas heating)
but decreases on an increase in outside air temperature as the building no longer requires
natural gas consumption for building cooling. Using the trend line formula, the 30-year average
monthly temperatures (the ‘x’ variable) were input into the formula to calculate the Weather
Normalized monthly performance electric and natural gas consumption values (the ‘y’ variables).

Using the weather normalized baseline and performance monthly energy consumption values;
the financial validation was completed, as the two periods can be accurately comparable.
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Utility Rate Annual Fluctuation
The average natural gas and electricity rates for May 2011 to April 2012 for the Higher Education
Facility were $0.65350/therm and $0.08885/kWh, respectively. The average rates for May 2012 to
April 2013 were $0.62950/therm and $0.07372/kWh, respectively, a 3.67% decrease in natural gas
rates and a 17.03% decrease in electricity rates. The original financial evaluation calculations
were completed using $0.75/therm natural gas and $0.08/kWh electricity. The post-installation
financial evaluation, including Weather Normalization and Net Present Value calculations utilize
the actual utility rates.
The National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) publishes Handbook 135, “Life-Cycle
Costing Manual for the Federal Management Program”, which contains estimated regional
energy-specific escalation rates for the next 30 years. NIST’s last published supplement to
Handbook 135 utilizes 2012 energy prices as the baseline index, and estimates that electric rates
will escalate at a rate of 0.267% annually on average for the next 30 years, and that natural gas
rates will escalate at a rate of 1.700% annually on average for the next 30 years. For all Net
Present Value calculations, the NIST provided energy escalation rates will be utilized. The Figure
below graphically displays the estimated yearly escalation that NIST recommends using for
financial calculations for both electricity and natural gas.
Figure 4: NIST Energy Price Indices - 2012
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Financial Validation
The 24 month (Baseline: May 2011 to April 2012, Performance: May 2012 to April 2013) Actual and
Weather Normalized energy savings are presented in the below table:

Table 4: Energy Savings/Energy Cost Savings Summary
Baseline

Performance

Actual Cooling Degree Days (CDD65):

1,071

1,289

-218

CDD65

Actual Heating Degree Days (HDD65):

5,097

6,052

-955

HDD65

Actual Annual Average Temperature (deg F):

53.8°F

51.7°F

2.2°F

deg F

1,819,419

1,729,371

90,048

kWh

290,860

224,484

66,376

Therms

$351,732.39

$268,801.91

$82,930.47

50.2°F

50.2°F

0.0°F

deg F

1,823,266

1,717,572

105,694

kWh

319,545

231,884

87,661

Therms

$370,819.82

$272,590.27

$98,229.55

Actual Electric Consumption (kWh):
Actual Natural Gas Consumption (Therms):
Actual Energy Cost ($):

30-Year Average Temperature (deg F):
Normalized Electric Consumption (kWh):
Normalized Natural Gas Consumption (Therms):
Normalized Energy Cost ($):

Δ (Baseline - Performance)

$

$

The charts on the following pages show the energy consumption and energy cost pre- and postchiller installation, for both actual and normalized weather data.
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The Actual and Normalized kWh consumption charts below show that despite the new addition of
the electric chiller load, the monthly electric consumption in fact dropped below that of the same
month for the year prior, for the majority of the months during the post-implementation phase.
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The Actual and Normalized Therm consumption charts below clearly show the large drop-off of
natural gas consumption once the electric chiller was put online. The remainder of the natural
gas load for the building is for domestic water usage and misc. non-HVAC gas loads.
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The Actual and Normalized Total Energy consumption charts below also clearly show the large
drop-off of natural gas consumption once the electric chiller was put online. This energy
differential is due to the change in system efficiencies as described in the chiller description
section above. The new electric compression-type chiller has a part-load efficiency COP of 7.7,
over 19 times more energy efficient than the 0.4 COP absorption chiller system.
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The Actual and Normalized Total Energy Cost charts below clearly show the large drop-off of total
energy cost once the electric chiller was put online. This energy cost differential is due to the
change in system cost efficiencies as described in the chiller description section above. Adding
cost into the chiller efficiency equation, the new electric compression-type chiller is 6.4 times
more cost efficient then the absorption chiller.
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When removing an absorption chiller that requires an excess amount of cooling tower water to
be used in order to provide required building chilled water temperatures, water savings are a
direct savings benefit. While the new electric chiller requires the use of cooling tower water, the
flow rate was cut by approximately 50%, resulting in much less cooling tower blow-out (water
droplets blown out of the cooling tower by wind, generally at the air inlet openings), cooling tower
blow-down (the portion of the circulating water flow that is removed (usually discharged to a
drain) in order to maintain the amount of Total Dissolved Solids (TDS) and other impurities at an
acceptably low level) and cooling tower drift (water droplets that are carried out of the cooling
tower with the exhaust air). This water savings can be clearly seen in the below water usage
chart, especially in the cooling season months post-implementation. While the cost of water is
small, this cost savings has been included in the Operations savings calculations.
TOTAL Chiller Replacement Water Usage Savings:

868,823.00

TOTAL Chiller Replacement Water Cost Savings:

$1,155.53

Gallons per year
$ per year

The 24 month (Baseline: May 2011 to April 2012, Performance: May 2012 to April 2013) Actual and
Weather Normalized Operations (energy and water) and Maintenance savings are presented in
the below table along with the project first-cost data.
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Table 5: Performance Period O+M Savings (Actual)
Operations & Maintenance Savings (12 months) - Actual

$ 90,086

Net 1st Cost To Higher Education Facility

$ 782,182

Simple Payback Period (SPP)

8.68 years

Return on Investment (ROI)

11.52% annually

Present Worth (PW)

$487,485

Future Worth (FW)

$1,650,798

Annual Worth (AW)

$34,588

Benefit-to-Cost Ratio (BCR)

1.62

Net Present Value (NPV)

$ 661,006 (@ 25 years)

Internal Rate of Return (IRR)

10.59%

Discount Rate = 5%, Electric Escalation = 0.267%, Natural Gas Escalation = 1.700%, Non-Energy Escalation = 3.000%

Table 6: Performance Period O+M Savings (Weather Normalized)
Operations & Maintenance Savings (12 months) - Actual

$ 105,385

Net 1st Cost To Higher Education Facility

$ 782,182

Simple Payback Period (SPP)

7.42 years

Return on Investment (ROI)

13.47% annually

Present Worth (PW)

$703,110

Future Worth (FW)

$2,380,979

Annual Worth (AW)

$49,887

Benefit-to-Cost Ratio (BCR)

1.90

Net Present Value (NPV)

$ 931,281 (@ 25 years)

Internal Rate of Return (IRR)

12.81%

Discount Rate = 5%, Electric Escalation = 0.267%, Natural Gas Escalation = 1.700%, Non-Energy Escalation = 3.000%
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Environmental Benefits Gained
While energy reduction and energy cost reduction tend to be the two most important factors when
implementing energy conservation measures, emissions reductions are a rather important
metric that allow end-use organizations to publicize their actions in a form that all parties
(students, teachers, donors, neighbors, etc. for the case of the Higher Education Institution) can
understand and relate to, and is directly proportional to the end-user’s sustainability regulations
and goals. The removal of the natural gas input absorption chiller system not only reduced total
emissions by a positive amount, but specifically reduced on-site emissions, meaning the air
quality on/around the Higher Education Institution campus is now cleaner as a result of the
absorption chiller system removal.

The 24 month (Baseline: May 2011 to April 2012, Performance: May 2012 to April 2013) Actual
Emissions savings due to energy savings are presented in the below table. Note: Weather
Normalized emissions data is not provided as end-users typically market the ACTUAL emission
savings, not normalized:

TOTAL Chiller Replacement Emissions Savings due to Energy Savings:

914,975.13

TOTAL Chiller Replacement Emissions Savings due to Energy Savings:

415.03

lbs CO2e per year
Metric Tons CO2e per year

The above savings are equivalent to the following real-world scenarios:

86.5

=

The number of passenger vehicles that would create the same produce of Emissions
in 1 year

46,527.5

=

The number of gallons of gasoline consumed that would create the same amount of
Emissions

62.1

=

The number of homes powered with electricity that would create the same amount
of Emissions in 1 year
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10,641.7

=

The number of tree seedlings grown for 10 years that would sequester the same
amount of Emissions

340.2

=

The number of acres of pine or fir forests that would sequester the same amount of
Emissions in 1 year

17,292.7

=

The number of propane cylinders used for home barbeques that would create the
same amount of Emissions

155.4

=

The number of tons of waste recycled rather than sent to a landfill that would create
the same amount of Emissions

366.0

=

The number of cows that would create the same amount of Emissions in 1 year via
waste products

The following chart shows the energy emissions pre- and post-chiller installation, for actual
weather data.

The above Actual Emissions chart due to energy savings clearly shows the large drop-off of total
emissions during the cooling season once the electric chiller was put online. The slight increase
in emissions over the heating season is a direct result of the increase in Heating Degree Days in
the Performance Period in comparison to the Baseline Period, i.e., the performance period was
colder, thus requiring more energy use for space conditioning.
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As mentioned in the ‘Financial Validation’ section of this report, the water savings associated with
the high-efficiency chiller installation were significant with respect to gallons reduced, but can
also be looked at as significant savings from an emissions standpoint, with the emissions
reduction seen at the municipal water filtration plant.

The 24 month (Baseline: May 2011 to April 2012, Performance: May 2012 to April 2013) Actual
Emissions savings due to water savings are presented in the below table.
TOTAL Chiller Replacement Emissions Savings due to Water Savings:

3,643.73

TOTAL Chiller Replacement Emissions Savings due to Water Savings:

1.65

lbs CO2e per year
Metric Tons CO2e per year

The above savings are equivalent to the following real-world scenarios:

0.3

=

The number of passenger vehicles that would create the same produce of Emissions in 1
year

185.3

=

The number of gallons of gasoline consumed that would create the same amount of
Emissions

0.2

=

The number of homes powered with electricity that would create the same amount of
Emissions in 1 year

42.4

=

The number of tree seedlings grown for 10 years that would sequester the same amount of
Emissions

1.4

=

The number of acres of pine or fir forests that would sequester the same amount of
Emissions in 1 year

68.9

=

The number of propane cylinders used for home barbeques that would create the same
amount of Emissions

0.6

=

The number of tons of waste recycled rather than sent to a landfill that would create the
same amount of Emissions

1.5

=

The number of cows that would create the same amount of Emissions in 1 year via waste
products
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The above Actual Emissions chart due to water savings clearly shows the large drop-off of total
emissions during the cooling season once the electric chiller was put online.

As is the case in the project, a large decrease in on-site natural gas consumption results in a
large decrease in on-site emissions. The burning of natural gas on-site also results in the byproduct of Particulate Matter (PM). PM is the "soot, carbon black and oily grime". The EPA warns
that (PM) causes more asthma and breathing difficulties in women and children than previously
known, and wants PM exposure in our environment to be reduced or eliminated. The reduction
of on-site natural gas thus directly reduces the amount of PM concentration within the Higher
Education Institution campus “atmosphere”.
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Intangible Benefits Gained
1.

Ability to shut down the large boiler plant in cooling season and elimination of associated
consequences such as over-heated spaces on 1st floor.

2.

Redundancy. The previous installation had one large absorption chiller. Failure of that
chiller (which did occur) resulted in zero cooling capacity for the dormitory tower, the
gymnasium and education building.

The new plant has multiple chiller modules and

redundant pumps, thereby significantly reducing the potential for total loss of cooling.

3.

Ability to expand capacity of chiller plant by adding chiller modules. This allows for the
extension of the chiller plant to serve nearby campus buildings if/when financially viable.

4.

Extend useful life of boilers (based on significantly less run time).

5.

Extend useful life of chillers (based on replacement of existing chiller).

6.

Use of more appropriately-sized hot water heating equipment for showers and
miscellaneous domestic hot water loads.
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Conclusion
To-date, the new high efficiency electric chiller has been in operation for approximately 17
months, of which consumption data exists for 12 of those months (May 2012-April 2013). The
chiller upgrade project has so far saved $82,930 in actual energy savings and $1,156 in actual
water savings ($84,086 total savings) in comparison to the 12 months of the previous year (May
2011-April 2012). When combined with the estimated $6,000 in annual maintenance savings as a
result of installing the electric chiller, and subsequently removing the absorption chiller, the net
annual actual savings is $90,086 after 12 months of data acquisition. This net annual actual
savings is over 14% above the design-phase estimated savings goal of $78,706 (@ $0.64/therm)
and has a 25-year Net Present Value of $661,006. The viability of the financial model was
enhanced by the procurement of a grant from the Illinois Clean Energy Community Foundation
(ICECF) in the amount of $137,000.

As the Performance Period had both a warmer summer and colder winter than the Baseline
Period, Weather Normalization gives a better overview of the annual savings. The chiller upgrade
project saved $98,230 in normalized energy savings and $1,156 in actual water savings ($99,386
total savings) in comparison to the 12 months of the previous normalized year (May 2011-April
2012). When combined with the estimated $6,000 in annual maintenance savings, the net annual
normalized savings is $105,386 after 12 months of data acquisition. This net annual normalized
savings is over 33% above the design-phase estimated savings goal of $78,706 (@ $0.64/therm)
and has a 25-year Net Present Value of $913,281.

In addition to the highly favorable financial results, this project yielded significant gains in
Sustainability for the campus and its neighbors. These include a dramatic decrease of over 400
Metric Tons of CO2e per year and a significant decrease in particulate matter associated with the
on-site burning of natural gas. On top of the financial and sustainability benefits, the many
intangible benefits (including the shutdown of the boilers in the cooling season) further
substantiate the decision of the Higher Education Institution to execute this project.
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Abbreviations
°C

Degrees Celsius

in

inch

°F

Degrees Fahrenheit

IRR

Internal Rate of Return

A

Amps

kBTU

1 thousand Btu

AC

Air Conditioner

kW

kilowatt

ACFM

Actual Cubic Feet per Minute

kWh

kilowatt-hour

AFUE

Annual Fuel Utilization Efficiency

Kvar

Kilovolt-amp reactive (power)

AGA

American Gas Association

LB-DBA

pounds of bone dry air

AHU

Air Handling Unit

LWT

Leaving Water Temperature

AMU

Air Makeup Unit

MARR

Minimum Attractive Rate of Return

ASHRAE

American Society of Heating, Refrigeration, and
Air-Conditioning Engineers

MAU/MUA

Makeup air unit

MEP

Mechanical/Electrical/Plumbing

AT

Air Turnover unit

MMBTU

1 million BTU

AW

Annual Worth

Min

minutes

BAS

Building Automation System

MMBTU

1 million British thermal units

BCR

Benefit-to-Cost Ratio

MW

Megawatt

BTU

British thermal units

NEMA

National Electrical Manufacturers Association

CDD

Cooling Degree Day

NIST

National Institute of Standards and Technology

CF

Cubic foot

NPV

Net Present Value

CFL

Compact Fluorescent Lamp

OA

Outside Air

CFM

Cubic Feet per Minute

LB/Hr

Pounds per hour

CHW

Chilled Water

PM

Particulate Matter

CO2

Carbon Dioxide equivalent

PSI

pounds per square inch

COP

Coefficient of Performance

PSIG

pounds per square inch gauge

CUH

Cabinet Unit Heater

PW

Present Worth

DHW

Domestic Hot Water

RA

Return Air

DOE

Department of Energy

ROI

Return on Investment

EA

Exhaust Air

RTU

Rooftop Unit

EER

Energy Efficiency Ratio

SCFM

Standard Cubic Feet per Minute (at 70ºF)

EF

Exhaust Fan

SEER

Seasonal Energy Efficiency Ratio

EIA

Energy Information Administration

SPP

Simple Payback Period

EPA

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency

TDS

Total Dissolved Solids

FCU

Fan Coil Unit

TMY

Typical Meteorological Year

FT

foot

TR

tons of refrigeration (12,000 Btu/hr)

FW

Future Worth

UH

Unit Heater

SQFT

square foot

VAC

Volts Alternating Current

GPM

Gallons per minute

VAV

Variable Air Volume

HDD

Heating Degree Day

VDC

Volts Direct Current

HID

High-Intensity Discharge

VFD

Variable Frequency Drive

HP

Horsepower

W

Watt

Hr

hour

HVAC

Heating, Ventilation and Air-Conditioning

HW

Hot Water

in Hg

inches of mercury (pressure)

in w.c.

inches of Water Column (pressure)

in Hg

VAC inches of mercury (vacuum)
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Project Contacts
Owner / Owner Representative
Chief Financial Officer
Higher Education Institution
Chicago, Illinois

Financial Validation Assessment Report Provider
Josh Greenfield
Primera Engineers, Ltd.
100 South Wacker Drive, Suite 700
Chicago, IL 60606
P: 312.242.6392
E: jgreenfield@primerang.com
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